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SOME PEOPLE PREFER TUBS 

Some people prefer to supplement their cattle with tubs rather than liquid feed. Tubs 

offer several advantages. These include mobility and being able to easily put the tub where 

the cattle are. In addition, our tubs contain higher levels of natural protein and can also be 

fed to horses. Liquid feed is generally cheaper than tubs, however, it is not as mobile and it 

does contain non-protein nitrogen. 

Cobb Shipping Service handles Westway Sweetcake tubs in a variety of formulations. 

The Westway tubs offer high solids content that is 25 to 30 % higher in solids than typical 

poured tubs. Most cows consume 1 to 2 pounds/hd./day compared to some tubs that 

recommend a consumption of 2.5 to 3 pounds/hd./day In addition, the Sweetcake tubs are 

very weather resistant. We have observed rain water just standing on the surface of the tub 

but not softening the feed. 

Cobb Shipping stocks a variety of tubs and can get others as needed. Some of the 

more popular tubs include the all- natural protein 16 % and 20 % tubs with 5 % fat. For the 

dry cows we offer a 16 % all natural with 5 % fat and elevated vitamins and minerals.  We 

also carry mineral tubs both with and without Altosid for Horn Fly control. Some of our 

customers will feed a mineral tub along with their lick tank. 

You can pick up tubs at our Rewey location or we can deliver them to you. We can 

special order tubs for sheep, horses, or other specific needs. Let us know if you would like 

to see some feed tags or other literature on our tubs. 

We are very happy to announce that Cobb Shipping has just published their new 

web site. The site can be found at www.cobbshippingservice.com. 

In the web site we have a number of pages that detail the different products and 

services that we provide. Each page has photos and or articles that demonstrate our 

business.  

If you would like technical information on liquid feed or equipment, please check 

out the web site. You can get prices and more information by calling us at 608-943-8008 or 

1-800-383-9351. You can also e-mail us at cobbshipping@gmail.com 

 


